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nZ marketing consists of:
• bi-monthly, high-quality print magazine
• annual nZ marketing awards programme
• online and email news service, stoppress.co.nz

a fresh 
start…

introduction

NZ Marketing has been refreshed, 
redesigned and relaunched!
now owned by tangible media, the people who bring you the much awarded 
Idealog, Good and Inspire magazines, and a stable of other award winning titles.

NZ Marketing has expanded to become new Zealand’s only dedicated channel 
for marketing and communication professionals. It’s the official magazine of the 
new Zealand marketing association. Into its 19th year, NZ Marketing is also one  
of the country’s most venerable and trusted business media brands.

editorial 
Profile
The recently re-launched NZ Marketing magazine 
includes three major changes in its content:

Design-led 
tangible media’s talented design team has created an elegant,  
easy-to-read, contemporary journal

Broader 
the magazine covers marketing and communications in its wider 
sense, including the advertising and communications disciplines, 
ensuring the magazine becomes a one-stop-shop for marketing, 
advertising and media professionals.

Punchier 
the new NZ Marketing is more journalistic, in-depth and practical than 
its predecessor with a renewed focused on facts, people, case studies 
and data.

1.

2.

3.
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New coNteNt
The new NZ Marketing combines the best of the 
past with some new content:

news newsnews

too many 
chiefs

T
hrough their business, 
Koordinates.com, the 
two Aucklanders are 
collecting as much 

mapping data as they can and 
publishing it online. If you need 
to know the position of every 
DOC hut in the Ruahines, fault 
lines in California or the exact 
slope of a hillside in Khandallah, 
Koordinates can tell you. That’s 
pretty handy information. If 
you’re a surveyor, an architect or 
a council planner, it’s gold.

Coup and Corkery collect map 
data from every source they can 
find, aiming to be “the one place 
for geodata”. Since Koordinates 
launched in April last year 
they’ve been adding data as 
quickly as they can find it.

Not surprisingly, all this 
data takes a lot of disk space 
and bandwidth—which should 

be a big problem. Coup and 
Corkery aren’t rich (yet), they’re 
not being funded by a kindly 
investor with deep pockets, and 
although they want Koordinates 
to be profitable, it’s early days. 
So how can they afford to make 
terabytes of data—by mid-year 
they expect to have ten terabytes 
online, or about 2,500 times the 
size of the entire Wikipedia—
available to anyone who asks? 
Says Coup: “We looked at how 
we get up and running as a 
startup without spending an 
inordinate amount of money on 
infrastructure. How do we get it 
so that we can efficiently store 
this data, process it, access 
it, and make it available to 
people?”

Like most things, the answer 
can be found in a bookshop. 
The world’s biggest bookshop, 
in fact: Amazon.com. In 2006, 
Amazon started offering space in 
its massive server farms to third-
party developers. This service, 
called Amazon S3 (for Simple 
Storage System), allows anyone 
access to Amazon-grade web 
hosting, delivered over very fast 
connections to every corner of 
wired world.

It’s cheap, too: 15 US cents 
per month to store a gigabyte 
of data, and 17 cents to send 
that gigabyte to a customer. If 
you use more space and traffic, 
it gets cheaper. Many small S3 
customers pay less than a dollar 
a month.

Have some number crunching 

to do? Amazon can help again: 
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 
allows users to create any 
number of virtual computers, 
running Linux or Windows, and 
put them to use, all from your 
desktop. Pricing starts at ten US 
cents an hour.

This is commodity pricing, 
and S3, EC2 and their 
competitors—more on those 
later—are commodity services. 
They’re examples of cloud 
computing, a term that refers 
to computer resources that are 
deployed over the Internet and 
can easily scale up or down as 
needed. Koordinates’ developers 
don’t know where their servers 
are located, don’t know what 
hardware they’re running on, 
probably don’t even know 
when a server crashes. Amazon 
handles all the messy details; 
Coup and Corkery just know they 
have as much bandwidth, disk 
space and processing power 
as they need, and they’re not 
paying for anything extra.

The downside? Don’t expect 
too much flexibility: you can 
dump your data in S3 ‘buckets’, 
but you can’t then index them 
for searches or manipulate them 
as you could on your own disk. 
You can create virtual Windows, 
Linux or OpenSolaris servers in 
EC2, but don’t presume it’ll run 
that weird accounting package 
your cousin built before he 
realised he actually wanted to be 
a sculptor. And cloud servers can 
be as temporary as, well, clouds; 
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Not surprisingly, all this data 
takes a lot of disk space and 
bandwidth—which should 
be a big problem. Coup and 
Corkery aren’t rich (yet), they’re 
not being funded by a kindly 
investor with deep pockets, and 
although they want Koordinates 
to be profitable, it’s early days. 
So how can they afford to 
make terabytes of data—by 
mid-year they expect to have 
ten terabytes online, or about 
2,500 times the size of the 
entire Wikipedia—available to 
anyone who asks? Says Coup: 
“We looked at how we get up 
and running as a startup without 
spending an inordinate amount 
of money on infrastructure. 
How do we get it so that we 
can efficiently store this data, 
process it, access it, and make it 
available to people?”

Like most things, the answer 
can be found in a bookshop. 
The world’s biggest bookshop, 
in fact: Amazon.com. In 2006, 
Amazon started offering space in 
its massive server farms to third-
party developers. This service, 
called Amazon S3 (for Simple 
Storage System), allows anyone 
access to Amazon-grade web 

hosting, delivered over very fast 
connections to every corner of 
wired world.

It’s cheap, too: 15 US cents 
per month to store a gigabyte 
of data, and 17 cents to send 
that gigabyte to a customer. If 
you use more space and traffic, 
it gets cheaper. Many small S3 
customers pay less than a dollar 
a month.

Have some number crunching 
to do? Amazon can help again: 
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 
allows users to create any 
number of virtual computers, 
running Linux or Windows, and 
put them to use, all from your 
desktop. Pricing starts at ten US 
cents an hour.

This is commodity pricing, 
and S3, EC2 and their 
competitors—more on those 
later—are commodity services. 
They’re examples of cloud 
computing, a term that refers 
to computer resources that are 
deployed over the Internet and 
can easily scale up or down as 
needed. Koordinates’ developers 
don’t know where their servers 
are located, don’t know what 
hardware they’re running on, 
probably don’t even know 
when a server crashes. Amazon 
handles all the messy details; 
Coup and Corkery just know they 
have as much bandwidth, disk 
space and processing power 

as they need, and they’re not 
paying for anything extra.

The downside? Don’t expect 
too much flexibility: you can 
dump your data in S3 ‘buckets’, 
but you can’t then index them 
for searches or manipulate them 
as you could on your own disk. 
You can create virtual Windows, 
Linux or OpenSolaris servers in 
EC2, but don’t presume it’ll run 
that weird accounting package 
your cousin built before he 
realised he actually wanted 
to be a sculptor. And cloud 
servers can be as temporary 
as, well, clouds; Amazon warns 
developers that if an EC2 
instance crashes, their data will 
be lost too. It’s up to developers 
to expect problems and work 
around them.

Still, cloud computing brings 
the capital investment for 
web startups to virtually zero, 
removes much of the workload 
of systems administration and 
allows companies to meet 
unexpected demand without 
buying any hardware of their 
own. And it also heralds some 
far-reaching changes that 
could revolutionise the way 
we gather, store, display and 
consume content of all types, 
from Koordinates’ map data to 
Hollywood movies.
The most competitive area of 
software development today is 
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much flexibility: you can dump 
your data in S3 ‘buckets’, but 
you can’t then index them for 
searches or manipulate them 
as you could on your own disk. 
You can create virtual Windows, 
Linux or OpenSolaris servers in 
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that weird accounting package 
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removes much of the workload 
of systems administration 
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unexpected demand without 
buying any hardware of their 
own. And it also heralds some 
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could revolutionise the way 
we gather, store, display and 
consume content of all types, 
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living the dream
ownside? Don’t expect too much flexibility: you can dump your data in S3 ‘buckets’, but you can’t then 
index them for searches or manipulate them as you could on your own disk. You can create virtual 
Windows, Linux or OpenSolaris servers in EC2, but don’t presume it’ll run that weird accounting 
package your cousin built before he realised he actually wanted to be a sculptor. And cloud servers can 
be as temporary as, well, clouds; Amazon warns developers that if an EC2 instance crashes, their data 
will be lost too. It’s up to developers to expect problems and work around them.

Still, cloud computing brings the capital investment for web startups to virtually zero, removes 
much of the workload of systems administration and allows companies to meet unexpected demand 
without buying any hardware of their own. And it also heralds some far-reaching changes that could 
revolutionise the way we gather, store, display and consume content of all types, from Koordinates’ 
map data to Hollywood movies.

remember when?
ownside? Don’t expect too much flexibility: you can dump your data in S3 ‘buckets’, but you 
can’t then index them for searches or manipulate them as you could on your own disk. You 
can create virtual Windows, Linux or OpenSolaris servers in EC2, but don’t presume it’ll run 
that weird accounting package your cousin built before he realised he actually wanted to be 
a sculptor. And cloud servers can be as temporary as, well, clouds; Amazon warns developers 
that if an EC2 instance crashes, their data will be lost too. It’s up to developers to expect 
problems and work around them.

Still, cloud computing brings the capital investment for web startups to virtually zero, 
removes much of the workload of systems administration and allows companies to meet 
unexpected demand without buying any hardware of their own. And it also heralds some 
far-reaching changes that could revolutionise the way we gather, store, display and consume 
content of all types, from Koordinates’ map data to Hollywood movies.
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The times: a-changin’

Back [in the 90s], five percent of key 
clients pitched their business in a 
year. I wager 75 percent of the best 20 
clients in New Zealand will pitch some 
or all of their business this year

rocky

Personality profiles

the back story and insights of our leading marketing and 
communications personalities

Issues

Investigations into the 
challenges facing the industry, 
including technological and 
business change, talent and hr 
management, economic trends, 
government regulation and 
business strategy

How to

practical and experienced insight into the minutiae of marketing 
and communications, from marketing disciplines and strategy 
to campaigns, office politics and managing your boss

Metrics

an intelligible summary of key 
data and trends about the market 
and industries 

Department

the magazine provides strong opinion 
and insight into the core disciplines of 
marketing and communication

Campaign Review

showcase of latest ad campaigns, critiqued 
by our expert panel of judges
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Behind 
enemy 
lines
Find, aiming to be the 
one place for geodata 
since Koordinates 
launched in April last 
year they’ve been 
adding data as quickly 
as they can find it.

T
hrough their business, 
Koordinates.com, the two 
Aucklanders are collecting 
as much mapping data as 
they can and publishing it 

online. If you need to know the position 
of every DOC hut in the Ruahines, fault 
lines in California or the exact slope of 
a hillside in Khandallah, Koordinates 
can tell you. That’s pretty handy 
information. If you’re a surveyor, an 
architect or a council planner, it’s gold.

Coup and Corkery collect map data 
from every source they can find, aiming 
to be “the one place for geodata”. Since 
Koordinates launched in April last year 
they’ve been adding data as quickly as 
they can find it.

Not surprisingly, all this data takes a 
lot of disk space and bandwidth—which 
should be a big problem. Coup and 
Corkery aren’t rich (yet), they’re not 
being funded by a kindly investor with 
deep pockets, and although they want 
Koordinates to be profitable, it’s early 
days. So how can they afford to make 
terabytes of data—by mid-year they 
expect to have ten terabytes online, or 
about 2,500 times the size of the entire 
Wikipedia—available to anyone who 
asks? Says Coup: “We looked at how we 
get up and running as a startup without 
spending an inordinate amount of 
money on infrastructure. How do we get 
it so that we can efficiently store this 
data, process it, access it, and make it 

available to people?”
Like most things, the answer can 

be found in a bookshop. The world’s 
biggest bookshop, in fact: Amazon.
com. In 2006, Amazon started offering 
space in its massive server farms to 
third-party developers. This service, 
called Amazon S3 (for Simple Storage 
System), allows anyone access to 
Amazon-grade web hosting, delivered 
over very fast connections to every 
corner of wired world.

It’s cheap, too: 15 US cents per 
month to store a gigabyte of data, and 
17 cents to send that gigabyte to a 
customer. If you use more space and 
traffic, it gets cheaper. Many small 
S3 customers pay less than a dollar a 
month.

Have some number crunching to 
do? Amazon can help again: Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2) allows users to 
create any number of virtual computers, 
running Linux or Windows, and put 
them to use, all from your desktop. 
Pricing starts at ten US cents an hour.

This is commodity pricing, and S3, 
EC2 and their competitors—more on 
those later—are commodity services. 
They’re examples of cloud computing, a 
term that refers to computer resources 
that are deployed over the Internet and 
can easily scale up or down as needed. 
Koordinates’ developers don’t know 
where their servers are located, don’t 
know what hardware they’re running 
on, probably don’t even know when a 
server crashes. Amazon handles all the 
messy details; Coup and Corkery just 
know they have as much bandwidth, 
disk space and processing power as 
they need, and they’re not paying for 
anything extra.

The downside? Don’t expect too 
much flexibility: you can dump your 
data in S3 ‘buckets’, but you can’t then 
index them for searches or manipulate 
them as you could on your own disk. 
You can create virtual Windows, Linux 
or OpenSolaris servers in EC2, but 
don’t presume it’ll run that weird 
accounting package your cousin built 
before he realised he actually wanted 
to be a sculptor. And cloud servers 

can be as temporary as, well, clouds; 
Amazon warns developers that if an 
EC2 instance crashes, their data will be 
lost too. It’s up to developers to expect 
problems and work around them.

Still, cloud computing brings the 
capital investment for web startups 
to virtually zero, removes much of the 
workload of systems administration and 
allows companies to meet unexpected 
demand without buying any hardware 
of their own. And it also heralds 
some far-reaching changes that could 
revolutionise the way we gather, store, 
display and consume content of all 
types, from Koordinates’ map data to 
Hollywood movies.

Those first years
The most competitive area of software 
development today is arguably in the 
web browser, and within the browser 
one area is the most competitive of 
all: JavaScript performance. JavaScript 
is the language that allows web 
developers to make web pages behave 
something like a desktop program. 
Apple, Google and Mozilla have all 
shipped much-improved JavaScript 
engines and announced even faster 
versions in their next releases, while 
Microsoft promises souped-up 
JavaScript in a future version of Internet 
Explorer.

Why? Surely the network is the main 
drag on performance, not the browser? 
Of course, the network is still a factor, 
but today most of the websites we use 
most often, from Trade Me to Twitter, 
are web applications. Many of the best 
rely on JavaScript to be as user-friendly 
as possible. Well-written sites also use 
JavaScript to fetch only the parts of a 
page that need changing, reducing the 
network load and reacting faster to user 
input.

These two factors—super-fast 
commodity services in the cloud 
and a rich, snappy experience in the 
browser—give software-as-a-service 
(SaaS) companies a ready advantage 
over traditional desktop vendors. 
There’s still a place for desktop 
software, but any company creating a 
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find, aiming to be “the one 
place for geodata”. Since 
Koordinates launched in 
April last year they’ve 
been adding data as 
quickly as they can find it.
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are on a mission 
to bring order 
to this muddled 
planet.

Through 
their business, 
Koordinates.
com, the two 
Aucklanders are 
collecting as 
much mapping 
data as they can 
and publishing 
it online. If you 
need to know 
the position of 
every DOC hut in the Ruahines, fault lines in 
California or the exact slope of a hillside in 
Khandallah, Koordinates can tell you. That’s 
pretty handy information. If you’re a surveyor, 
an architect or a council planner, it’s gold.

Coup and Corkery collect map data from 
every source they can find, aiming to be “the 
one place for geodata”. Since Koordinates 
launched in April last year they’ve been 
adding data as quickly as they can find it.

Not surprisingly, all this data takes a lot of 
disk space and bandwidth—which should be 
a big problem. Coup and Corkery aren’t rich 
(yet), they’re not being funded by a kindly 
investor with deep pockets, and although 
they want Koordinates to be profitable, it’s 
early days. So how can they afford to make 
terabytes of data—by mid-year they expect 
to have ten terabytes online, or about 2,500 
times the size of the entire Wikipedia—
available to anyone who asks? Says Coup: 
“We looked at how we get up and running 
as a startup without spending an inordinate 
amount of money on infrastructure. How 
do we get it so that we can efficiently store 
this data, process it, access it, and make it 
available to people?”

Like most things, the answer can be found 
in a bookshop. The world’s biggest bookshop, 
in fact: Amazon.com. In 2006, Amazon started 
offering space in its massive server farms to 
third-party developers. This service, called 
Amazon S3 (for Simple Storage System), 

allows anyone access to Amazon-grade web 
hosting, delivered over very fast connections 
to every corner of wired world.

It’s cheap, too: 15 US cents per month to 
store a gigabyte of data, and 17 cents to send 
that gigabyte to a customer. If you use more 
space and traffic, it gets cheaper. Many small 
S3 customers pay less than a dollar a month.

Have some number crunching to do? 
Amazon can help again: Elastic Compute 
Cloud (EC2) allows users to create any 
number of virtual computers, running Linux or 
Windows, and put them to use, all from your 
desktop. Pricing starts at ten US cents an hour.

This is commodity pricing, and S3, EC2 
and their competitors—more on those 
later—are commodity services. They’re 
examples of cloud computing, a term 
that refers to computer resources that are 
deployed over the Internet and can easily 
scale up or down as needed. Koordinates’ 
developers don’t know where their servers are 
located, don’t know what hardware they’re 
running on, probably don’t even know when 
a server crashes. Amazon handles all the 
messy details; Coup and Corkery just know 
they have as much bandwidth, disk space and 
processing power as they need, and they’re 
not paying for anything extra.

The downside? Don’t expect too much 
flexibility: you can dump your data in S3 
‘buckets’, but you can’t then index them for 
searches or manipulate them as you could on 
your own disk. You can create virtual Windows, 

Linux or OpenSolaris servers in EC2, but 
don’t presume it’ll run that weird accounting 
package your cousin built before he realised 
he actually wanted to be a sculptor. And 
cloud servers can be as temporary as, well, 
clouds; Amazon warns developers that if an 
EC2 instance crashes, their data will be lost 
too. It’s up to developers to expect problems 
and work around them.

Still, cloud computing brings the capital 
investment for web startups to virtually zero, 
removes much of the workload of systems 
administration and allows companies to meet 
unexpected demand without buying any 
hardware of their own. And it also heralds 
some far-reaching changes that could 
revolutionise the way we gather, store, display 
and consume content of all types, from 
Koordinates’ map data to Hollywood movies.

Those first years
The most competitive area of software 
development today is arguably in the web 
browser, and within the browser one area 
is the most competitive of all: JavaScript 
performance. JavaScript is the language that 
allows web developers to make web pages 
behave something like a desktop program. 
Apple, Google and Mozilla have all shipped 
much-improved JavaScript engines and 
announced even faster versions in their next 
releases, while Microsoft promises souped-
up JavaScript in a future version of Internet 
Explorer.

Why? Surely the network is the main drag 
on performance, not the browser? Of course, 
the network is still a factor, but today most of 
the websites we use most often, from Trade 
Me to Twitter, are web applications. Many 
of the best rely on JavaScript to be as user-
friendly as possible. Well-written sites also use 
JavaScript to fetch only the parts of a page 
that need changing, reducing the network 
load and reacting faster to user input.

These two factors—super-fast commodity 
services in the cloud and a rich, snappy 
experience in the browser—give software-as-
a-service (SaaS) companies a ready advantage 
over traditional desktop vendors. There’s 

“Whenever I’m feeling tired I 
open a bottle of water and poor 
it all over my face. It doesn’t matter 
if I’m in the middle of an important 
meeting or sitting on the bus,
 I’m so crazy its scary.
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Darby Day 
With only a couple of points separating the top eight entries, this 
was the closest—and by far the strongest—edition of Campaign 
Review yet. But, rather fittingly, given its dominant performance at the 
TVNZ-NZ Marketing awards, 2degrees, with its partners TBWA\ and Film 
Construction, celebrates its first birthday with another win 

Winner:
2degrees

second:
Frucor/V isokinetic

third:
Women’s refuge
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target audieNce
Marketing, advertising and media professionals
NZ Marketing targets the marketing and communications professionals who 
control new Zealand’s marketing budgets.

readershiP 

In keeping with the magazine’s broader editorial focus and wider target audience, 
NZ Marketing has a strong subscription and distribution base. It is the official 
magazine of the NZ Marketing association with all corporate members of the 
nZma being paid subscribers. 

the magazine is also distributed free to all advertising and media 
agency professionals who, combined, specify over $2 billion per annum in 
marketing spend. 

Audited circulation – 2,787*

distributioN
NZ Marketing magazine reaches:
• nZ marketing subscribers – 2,088
• all corporate members of the nZ marketing association – 650 companies as 

paid subscribers
• Key advertising and media agency professionals – 700+

Total distribution – 3,500 

*Source: NZ Audited Bureau of Circulation;
Total NZ Net Circulation to 30/6/10
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sPecial rePorts, 
features aNd 
guides 2011
NZ Marketing magazine regularly publishes marketing-related surveys, features 
and guides. the magazine commissions specialist writers and exclusive research 
to support these, such as the brand support survey and the salary survey. 
these provide advertising and sponsorship options to align your brand with.

Issue Special Reports,  Booking Material Inserts On-sale
 Features & Guides Deadline Deadline Deadline Date

Jan/Feb - design Feature & guide 10 nov 17 nov 26 nov 13 dec
 - mobile marketing
 - education/training Feature & guide

mar/apr - out of home advertising 31 Jan 9 Feb 18 Feb 28 Feb
 - direct marketing (&rsVp awards)

may/Jun - tVC production & post production 4 apri 13 apr 22 apr 2 may
 - print media (newspapers & mags)

Jul/aug - point of sale advertising 6 Jun 15 Jun 24 Jun 4 July
 - exhibitions, trade shows & events

sep/oct - tVnZ/marketing awards 2011 1 aug 10 aug 19 aug 29 aug
 - Independent advertising agencies
 - digital marketing

nov/dec - out of home advertising 3 oct 12 oct 21 oct 31 oct
 - market research Feature & guide
 - radio

Jan/Feb - design Feature & guide 19 nov 28 nov 5 dec 19 dec

ShowcASe
a regular advertorial case study section published in both NZ Marketing and 
sister-title Idealog to reach marketing and advertising professionals and business 
decision-makers. provides advertisers with an opportunity to tell their story and 
deliver a complex message in a high quality editorial-style double page spread 
format. writing and design assistance is provided by our editorial team.

Issue Creative Showcase  Booking On-sale
  Deadline Date

Jan/Feb the Customer’s experience 19 nov 13 dec

mar/apr web business 21 Jan 28 Feb

may/Jun Innovation in technology 7 mar 2 may

Jul/aug brand strategy & design 2 may 4 Jul

sep/oct media 4 Jul 29 aug

nov/dec Future of advertising 5 sep 31 oct

Jan/Feb tbC 22 oct 19 dec

For more inFormation contact: Vernene medcalf, vernene@tangiblemedia.co.nz,  
021 628 200
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rate card
Display   Casual 	

outside back cover   $3,200  

Inside front cover   $3,000  

Inside front cover and page 1 dps   $5,800  

double page spread   $5,000  

Full page   $2,800  

1/2 page   $1,700  

1/3 page   $1,200  

1/4 page  $870  

strip   $600  

ShowcASe
nZ marketing + idealog + websites $4,900

inSerTS AnD TiP-onS
Inserts are a popular way to deliver promotional material direct to your target market 
within the magazine. supply 4,700. standard rate a4 size $1,800. For non-standard size 
poa. tip-ons are attached to the front cover or on-page inside the magazine. poa. 

deadliNes & sPecs
ISSue BOOkInG MateRIal lOOSe InSeRt On-Sale

Jan/Feb 2011 10 nov 17 nov 26 nov 13 dec

mar/apr 2011 31 Jan 9 Feb 18 Feb 28 Feb

may/Jun 2011 4 apr 13 apr 22 apr 2 may

Jul/aug 2011 6 Jun 15 Jun 24 Jun 4 Jul

sep/oct 2011 1 aug 10 aug 19 aug 29 aug

nov/dec 2011 3 oct 12 oct 21 oct 31 oct

Jan/Feb 2012 19 nov 28 nov 5 dec 19 dec

Cancellation deadline is 60 days prior to publication date

double page spread (dps) 475 x 460 + 5mm bleed

Full page 275 x 230 + 5mm bleed

half page Vertical 235 x 100mm

half page horizontal 117.7 x 205mm

third page Vertical 235 x 65mm

third page horizontal* 80 x 205mm

Quarter page* 117.7 x 100mm

strip* 40 x 205mm

All rates are quoted exclusive of GST and subject to NZ Marketing’s standard 
conditions of sale. GST does not apply to non-New Zealand advertisers. 
All invoices are to be paid in New Zealand dollars. All rates are agency commision bearing.

All artwork should 
be supplied via 
www.quickcut.co.nz 
in CMYK PDF format 
at 300 dpi.

*Solus positioning 
not guaranteed

For more InFormatIon: Vernene medcalf, brand manager 
phone: 09 966 0998, 09 473 5849 or 021 628 200 
email: vernene@tangiblemedia.co.nz
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NZ Marketing’s twice-weekly 
digital newsletter and website

NZ Marketing magazine readers and advertisers asked for a robust 
news service for the new Zealand marketing, advertising, media and 
pr industries.

StopPress.co.nz is the answer to this demand—a twice-weekly digital 
newsletter and website that’s the hub for new Zealand’s communications 
industries.

StopPress provides essential industry news and intelligence delivered 
to your inbox twice a week—for free. and the website is updated daily, as 
news breaks. Informative and interactive, StopPress also offers readers a 
forum for commentary and opinion pieces on industry trends.

ReaDeRS
launched in september 2009, StopPress website has over 17,500 unique 
visitors, 75,000 page impressions per month, and 5,800 newssletter 
subscribers. readers are made up of NZ Marketing subscribers, key 
advertising and media agencies, media owners and NZ Marketing 
association corporate members. each recipient, having opted-in to receive 
the newsletters, is actively engaged in the content, ensuring greater cut-
through for advertisers.

aDVeRtISeRS
advertisers in StopPress reach readers in both a branding and direct-
response environment. the frequency of the newsletters offers brand and 
recruitment advertisers a timely mechanism to get messages to market.

advertisers can include click-through functions and links in their 
advertising, directing business to their websites or email inboxes. most 
important, advertisers can track the success of their online campaign with 
weekly statistic reports.
 
neWSletteR FORMat 
• twice weekly newsletter delivered on a tuesday and Friday
• all newsletter content is published on the stoppress website
• subscribers receive stoppress as an email but can choose to view it  
 either in the email or on the stoppress website
• advertiser ads run on either the stoppress newsletter or the website  
 (or both) for the agreed booking period.

ReaDeR StatIStICS
• 34% marketing
• 21% advertising agencies
• 16% media owners
• 8% media agencies
• 13% services to the industry
• 3% pr
• 5% other

marketing, advertising and media news 



SPeCS
ad type specs (pixels)           

top banner 728 x 90  

1st/2nd Island 300 x 250      

1st skyscraper 150 x 300 

2nd skyscraper 160 x 600  

text link  35 characters max. 

RateS
ad type website newsletter both
 (per week) (Tues & Fri) (1 week & 2 newsletters)           

top banner $450 $450 $750  

1st Island $450 $450 $750      

2nd Island $300 $300 $550 

1st skyscraper $350 $350 $600  

2nd skyscraper $300 $300 $550

text link  $60 $60 $100

Job ads   $100

MateRIal DeaDlIne anD DelIVeRy
please submit material at least 2 working days prior to 
publishing dates. email ads with url click-thoughs/ad tags 
to to vernene@tangiblemedia.co.nz

WeBSIte aCCePteD FORMatS
• gIF/Jpg
• animated gIF
• macromedia Flash swf files acceptable for website only. 

back-up gif or jpg files must be sent with swf files to meet 
Iab standards. maximum size: 80k. resolution: 72 dpi

neWSletteR aCCePteD FORMatS
• gIF/Jpg (max. size 40k)
• animated gIF (max. size 40k)

aDVeRtISInG:
Vernene medcalf, advertising manager 
phone: 09 966 0998, 09 473 5849 or 021 628 200 
email: vernene@tangiblemedia.co.nz

eDItORIal:
ben Fahy, stoppress editor 
phone: 09 966 1077 or 021 245 4894 
email: ben@tangiblemedia.co.nz

top

banner

1st skyscraper

1st

island

2nd skyscraper

NOTE ON ANIMATED ADS: StopPress accepts most formats on the website 
including Flash. However as there can be issues for animated ads on the 
newsletter please send an animated GIF file. Keep animation simple, 

looping ok, but no distracting strobing effects.

1st

island

1st skyscraper

2nd skyscraper

newsletter

website

top

banner

MaRketPlaCe (Classifieds)
80X80 pixels (newsletter) and 100X100 pixels (website)
Casual rate: $250 per month
ad appears on newsletter (twice per week) and website



Job ads

FORMat
each Stop.Press job ad will be presented on the newsletter and the website 
homepage as two lines: 

• Job heading (30 characters) 
• brief description (30 characters)

this links to a more extensive job description within the Stop.Press website 
including logo, longer job description and a link to apply or get more 
details. 

the link refers readers to the advertiser’s site or unique email address.  
all jobs will also be displayed in alphabetical order on the Jobs page within 
Stop.Press.

RateS
rates are per week covering two newsletters (tuesday and Friday) and a 
month on the Stop.Press website. 

• Casual rate - $100
• 2-5 jobs per month - $70 per job
• 6-10 jobs per month -$50 per job

Jobs can be removed within 24 hours (or faster if possible) at the 
advertiser’s request.

SuBMISSIOn 
Jobs must be emailed to us by the end of play on thursday the week 
preceeding publication. StopPress will provide a microsoft word template 
containing the following fields:

• Job title (max 30 characters)
• brief description (max 30 characters)
• detailed summary (200 words)
• advertiser logo (if required)
• weblink and contact details

COntaCt
Vernene medcalf, advertising manager 
phone: 09 966 0998, 09 473 5849 or 021 628 200 
email: vernene@tangiblemedia.co.nz

a niche site, reaching a niche industry


